New Products

High Content Analysis
Software System

The CellPathfinder high content analysis software system
loads images acquired by Yokogawa’s CellVoyager series
imaging systems (CellVoyager CV6000, CV7000, CV7000S,
CV8000, and CQ1) and analyzes them. This system consists of
analysis software and a workstation.
It is difficult to visually quantify some phenomena such
as slight changes in brightness and the number of granules,
but this system can analyze them precisely and quickly.
CellPathfinder is effective for evaluating drug efficacy and
toxicity in new drug development, evaluating cell functions,
and analyzing physiological mechanisms for basic research.

MAJOR FEATURES
 Analyzing images from a variety of applications
Thanks to various analysis methods and flexible algorithm
settings, this system can analyze various samples such as live
cells, fixed cells, 3D-cultured cells, tissue sections, and zebrafish.
 Easy operation
Various templates of protocols required for analyses, ranging
from image recognition to feature quantity settings, are preinstalled, enabling anyone to start analysis quickly. A userfriendly setting screen and a new machine-learning function
ensure intuitive operation.
 Analyzing label-free samples
In addition to fluorescent images, this system can analyze
label-free images using a texture filter and a machine-learning
function. It was conventionally difficult to analyze these
images such as bright-field images, phase contrast microscope
images, and digital phase contrast (DPC) images.
 Linking recognized images and graphs
By linking recognized images and graphs of analysis results,
this system can set gates more precisely and analyze test results.

User interface of CellPathfinder
 Gate analysis
Cells with a specific feature can be selected from among
recognized cells based on the distribution of the feature
quantity. This function can be used for determining the
cell cycle and identifying the degree of differentiation. Two
methods of specifying objects are available: one that uses
six clip tools including Rectangle and Polygon to specify the
target area in a graph, and the other that uses the machine
learning function to specify the cells of interest in an identified
image.
 Charts
CellPathfinder can show the feature quantities of analysis
results and the statistics of each well in graphs. These include
scatter diagrams, histograms, pie charts, line charts, and heat
maps. Users can freely select according to their purpose.
 Three analysis modes
Single analysis
: Analyzes a single plate at a time
Batch analysis
: Analyzes multiple plates simultaneously
Automated analysis : Analyzes automatically the data supplied
from CellVoyager series imaging systems

ANALYSIS EXAMPLE
●● Analysis of bright-field images
The left figure shows a DPC image created from a brightfield image of HeLa cells. The right figure shows the result
of recognizing nuclei and cytoplasm after image analysis.
Thanks to the machine-learning algorithm, cells in bright-field
images, which were conventionally difficult to recognize, are
depicted with clear contours.

MAJOR FUNCTIONS
 Creating DPC images
This system creates DPC images of cells with emphasized
contours from bright-field images taken along the Z axis. By
setting parameters, the system can also create phase contrast
type images or fluorescence type images.
 Analysis protocol
Machine learning: With intuitive operation and a learning
function, this system can recognize bright-field images,
phase contrast images, and tissue sections, which were
conventionally difficult to recognize.
Texture analysis: Analysis can be performed on cells that
were conventionally difficult to evaluate based on their shape
and brightness value. This analysis is based on the texture of
images and the characteristics of the cellular surface.
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Contact us:
Life Science Center, Measurement Business Headquarters
TEL: +81-76-258-7028
FAX: +81-76-258-7029
E-mail:
For worldwide locations, please see the back cover.
* CellVoyager is a registered trademark of Yokogawa Electric Corporation.
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